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The aim of this submission is to suggest a strategy for improving mental skills when applied

to*lawn Bowls.. And to investigate the relationships benveen motor skills and mental skills

necessary to formulate a 
o.Bowts set-. The following introduction is a possible representation

of a fypical scsnario used by Sports Psychologists to develop a mind training programme' [n

this case, the representation has been modified to be lawn bowls specific'

INTRODUCTION why does a rop lawn bowler draw the perfect shot and with the next bowl

drops 6 feet short? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to eonsider the proposition

that we live in two realities simultaneously:

(1) The inner realitY of the mind'

l' 1Z; the outer reality of the environment'

Firstry, The inner rearity of the mind is a 
o'storage area" of all the information that you as an

individuat has accumulated during your lifetime'

Secondly, The outer reality of the environment is a vast cache of information that is

corutantlY changing.

This close relationship between the mind and the environment is symbiotically monitored by

the brain, and, in particular, by two complex neryous systems' the central nervous system and

the peripheral nervous system. It is important, therefore, that we understand how

lormation is transformed into useable thought processes' But it is more

important in order to develop mental bowling skills that we understand the following

estlblished fact:
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That the inner reality of the miad and every thought process that is ever conceived is based on

past experiences; but the outer reality of the environment is happening now'

As an example consider the following:

o'You need to draw the shot, to win"'

You steP onto the mat'

you assess the bowring environment and you send relevant information about your bowling

requirements to your central nervous system'

The central nervous system process€s this information and responds by sending selected

signals back through your Psychoneuromuscular system ( sketetallmuscular frame')

You plaY the shot!

Your bowl is six feet short and you lose the game _ why?

Theanswerissimple.Yousentthewroflginformationtoyourbrain.Inlessthanasecond

yousetupachainreaction,andtheinforrrationyousentthebrainabouttherealityofthe

bowling environment was then processed by the inner reality of your mind' consequently

millions of n6rve cells (neurons) went into action and in r.esponse to your message "sifted"

throughthousandsofpastbowlingexperienceslookingforamatch.

Bywayofexplanation,tlreinformationyousenttotheinnerrealityofyourmindmighthave

gone something like this:

l. I need the correct "greeno''

2. I need controlled weight for about 75 feet

3. I need smooth consistency as I bowl'

4. I need to remember what I did at practice'

Foryoutoplaytheperfectshot,theinformationsenttothebrainmustconnectwiththe

m*rions of neurons in a specific way. There must be simurtaneous activity from the outside

world to the inner world, but this activity must be based on the correct information being

presentedtoaffectapositiveandcorrectresponseandmustnotcontainirrelevant



information. The psychologists have a word for

Neurobiotaxis. However, this phenomenon as it

"Bowls Sef''
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this interrelated phenomenon' It is called

relates to lawn bowls could be called the

consequently, the messages (bowls set) which the brain chose to send to your psychoneuro -

muscular system gave you a bowl that was six feet short. That is not what you wanted; but it

is exactly what you asked for. The reason for this is that the information you sent io the brain

cqntained misleading or irrerevant information which influenced the train of thought

processes necessary to bowl the perfect shot. The ratest research in sports psychology shows

that taining in mental skills (in two directions) can be improved' The fottowing outline to

develop such skills could be infioduced, therefore, to form the basic programme to infioduce

lawn bowlers to the principles of "Bowls Set"'

MENTAL SKILLS

BASIC REQUIRXMENTS

The latest research into cognitive Neuroscience accepts the fact that how the mind works is

still beyond ho** understanding. However, tw.o theories of cognitive Neuroscience have

been put fonvard as reasonable explanations for the existence of "mind states"' The first is the

computationar rheory of the Mind and the second is the theory of the Natural Selection of

Replications (Hom 1992)'

The chalenge in the future for coaches when teaching mentar skills to bowlers will be to

present the above research in a form which will be accepted by the bowler and which can be

reduced to a basic pro$arune of understanding. As in any other sport, the degree to which the

individual decides to study 
10 

improve performances will be a matter of choice. But as is the

case with any advanced coaching the rewards will be a more systematic approach to the study

and application of that sport. It was interesting to note during the "Adelaide Masters"

tournament(1999)thattheperformanceofsomebowlers,whowereinexperiencedinstress

management, dropped off due to their inability to pay attention to task- rerevant clues (line
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and length). If as one coaching theory suggests, performance drops off in complex tasks as

stress increases because of the athletes inability to pay attention to tasks rerevant clues' then

stressmanagernentmustbecomepartofacoachingprogrammeforbowlers.

Thefollowingsubjectmatter,Ibelieve,wouldfromasuitablebasicframeworkfor

introducing the subject of mentar sk*rs training to bowlers. And from which' it should be

possible to formulate a methodorogy for combining both motor ski,s and mental skills' In

other words the development of a "Bowls Set"

THE BRAIN

In order for bowlers to appreciate fully the implications of what it outlined above it will be

necessary to briefly describe the working of the brain' However a full understanding of the

principres of sensory percbption is not really necessary. The fo,owing should suffice' The

brain is the primary organ of the nervors system. It regulates bodily functions' sensory

experiences, intelrectual processes and emotional activity. The brain comprises a structured

mass and contained within this mass is a complex system of inter-retated neurons' It is

estimated thaf there are twenty thousand million neurons in the central nervous system and

roughly ten thousand million in the peripheral nervous system' other brain structures also

contain millions of symbiotic neurons' Neurones vary in size and shape' and the way these

structured masses work in conjunction with the reality of the outside world is by means of

mental images. (Eccles 1989)'

It is the information about the outside environment that is processed by neuronal activity and

similarly it is information that is passed through the central nervous system to the

skeletar/muscurar system that is arso processed by neuronar activity. tt should be explained

that the rate ofthis activity can travel at the fastest speed of around 300 feet per second and

theslowestspeedofaround3feetpersecond.(Importantknowledgeforthebowler).

[f a bowler has a reasonable knowledge of how the brain functions, then such knowledge can

be used to formulate mental predictions about the extemal environment. Accordingly, the
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bowler will learn how to modify the reality of the bowling green and in doing so will also

leam to quickly improve his performance.

An individual who has a reasonable understanding of "brain states" will learn to use cues and

use certain kinds of consequences to rapidly increase learning. (Bolles 1975)

If we return to the example of the 'short bowl', external clues and predications can be made to

"reason" why the wrong information was sent to the brain when making a decision about the

length required to draw the perfect shot.

Possibly, judgement of the length was wrong. Probably, one reason for this could be that

there were distractions by a player in the next rink. Another reason could be that sun-glare

was not taken into consideration. But whatever the reason, it was obvious that the 75 feet

length asked for, and the inner thought process which responded to it, was incorrect.

Similarly, in the example other inelevant information about the bowling environment was

probably processed by the brain. Past experiences about a practice session were called upon

which had no relevancy, to the here and now reality of the game being played. Nevertheless,

inner thoughtiprocesses came to the bowler's assistance and gave what was asked for. In

other words, the brain responded by supplying the bowler with PAST information not

PRESENT information.

IMAGERY

Imagery is a very deep, focused type of mental practice. Researchers know that some athletes

are able to imitate the actions of others because their minds take mental snapshots of the

activities, and then they use these mental pictures as models for their performance. Would this

work in lawn bowls in competitive situations? The answer us definitely, yes. Essentially,

imagery is the process of receiving information through all of our senses from the external

environment. However, images can also be generated as information from our own memories,

so that we create our own internal environments or personally enhanced images. Thus, the
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combination of these two environments, both the imagined and the real-life ones' has a very

powerful effect on our nervous systems' (Pinker 1997)'

In lawn bowring, both motor skilts and mentar skills are essential for good consistent

perforrnance. [n the past, most bowlers have been taught the motor skills necessary to "draw

the shot,, but very littre work has been done with respect to teaching the mental approach to

lawn bowls.

Consequently, there appears to be a mental block, mostly due to tradition' that new ideas are

not welcome by bowters. The forlowing information could herp to change this anitude. There

are two possible psychological explanations (among many) behind why mental practice

works. The first is known as the Symbolic Leaming Theory' The second' as the

Psychonr.*omuscular Theory (Shane and Jowdy lgg?])' It is' therefore' suggested that these

two theories could form a framework on which to build a "bowls set"

SYMBOLIC LEARNING TITEORY

First theorY:

Imagery may be part of coding system that actually hetps us to understand physical

movernent. The theory states that every move we make in oru pshychoneurological life is first

coded like a blueprint in our minds and in neryous systems, so that if we mentally rehearse an

evenL we are actuatly blueprinting each move, thus making the gestures symbolic and making

them more symbiotic with to our body chemistry. By developing our skills of mental practice

we are setting &e stage for physicat movement to become quite automatic and easy to recall'

consider, therefore, that imagery is an important process in the symbolic learning phase

which would eventually imnlv a bowlers performance'

PSYCHONEUROMUSCULAR THEORY

Second TheorY

This very long word means literally that our brain state effects our body state' The current

theory Argues that mental practice works because even when we sit quietly at rest' we are
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actually producing very small muscle contractions, similar to those involved in our particular

sport. Mental signals and other electronic impulses are constantly sent to the muscles and

tendons to remind them how to work. These messages travel at lightning speed and cause the

muscles to effect appropriate sequences so they can perform the correct body movement. And

this is exactly what happens when bowling. The bowler examines the environment i.e. green,

length, weight and other conditions and sends this inforrnation to the brain. What usually

happens though, because of lack of training in mental skills, is that wrong infonnation is sent

to the braiu usually in a short or wide bowl. If mental irnaging has not accurately designed a

suitable conceptual framework the'bowler will seldom achieve a positive outcome. In other

words, if the bowler has not done the mental homework in practice sessions, then the bowler

cannot expect to have anything to fall back on to improve bowling motor skills. Another word

for psychonuromuscular activity is "brain rnapping", and is very much a part of the coaching

theory adopted by other sports. tt is important, therefore, to accept brain mapping as an

essential part of coaching in lawn bowls. For those who might be opposed to &e innoduction

of new coaciing techniques in lawn bowls consider the folloWing statement by Steven

Ungerleider Ph.D Olympic committee sports psyohology registy.

"The imporfiance of brain mapping has led to some exciting discoveries about imagery. As

visual signals from frontal lobes, associative memory lobes of the brain send information in

one direction; visual signals also send inforrnation in the other direction. That is, information

is flowing in both directions at all times. The key point here is that imagery is the result of this

two-way communication system. So instead of processing vizual informatisn from the

outside, a visual signal is processed from within. This is the essence of mental imagery."

CONCENTRATION

Concentration can be defined as increased attention upoR a decreased number of stimuli. This

usually means a narower and more restricted area of attention, but sometimes it can also

mean reacting to a limited number of significant clues but from a wider area of attention.
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concentration is a passive process, a process of being caught by something, it cannot be

forced. Asking someone to try and concentrate is meaningless' as concentration and

voluntary effort do not go together. It is true that concentration requires purpose, motivation,

determination and even effort, but it has to be an effortless effort. Even a sudden awareness

of concentrating may cause the concentration to disappear'

The most common way of concentrating is to start with directing the attention towards

something. This is often the only active part of the whole process' Let the object' act' task'

thought or feeling predorninate interest, then the concentration will come' If the intensity

increases up to the highest form of concenfiation, the mind will be at one with the task' [n this

state the subject and object can not be differentiate4 they are welded together as one

(alternative state of consciousness)' (cratty 1989)' [n other words the bowler should be

coached in "How not to concentrate'"

consider the following analogy - watching a film. If a film is good, the concentration will

come automatically. Thus, one obstacle to concentration is boredom or regarding a task as too

easy. Anothei obstacle is the opposite to boredom' A high degree of activation in the form of

anxiety and nervousness will affect concentration. A third obstacle is voluntary effort' The

hard and tense attempts to force concentration to come, will have the opposite effect' Total

concentration is a very diffrcult state to reach. It comes and disappears. The concentration

has to be there already, therefore learning how not to concentrate should be part of standard

coaching for au bowlers. The coaching manual suggests that concentration is very important

and a skill that should be developed but it does not tell us how to do this' However' if

methods adopted by others in sports psychology is the way to go, then bowlers raust follow

this trend.

concentration training in lawn bowls should be introduced for just that purpose' This does not

only mean developing programmes to increase the ability to concentrate; but also means

developing programmes to condition this increased concentration to a performance situation
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in order to 
..automatically,, release the feeling when the performance starts' If concentration is

rooked upon as an equation between signar and noise-varues, then concentration can be

trained both by increasing signal-intensity and lor by decreasing the noise' (For a more

detailed account of 
,signal detection theory' see Green and swets 1966)' other obstacles for

concentration are too row or too high an activation lever. one method that could be used to

form a coaching system for rawn bowrers it to introduce the application of "Triggers" into

coaching procedures. The following method is one that is commonly used in various sports

and one which could be readily adopted by the bowling fratemity.

A trigger is something you do or think in order to produce an effect' which cannot be created

directry. one form of a trigger could begin by hording a bowl in your reft hand, taking a deep

breath and exharing. The reamed feerings of muscurar and mental relaxation will then come

and spread throughout the body. Relaxation cannot be forced but it can be conditioned and

released bY such a trigger'

when a bowler begins to train a complicated pattern of movements' the perfect movement

will be bound to several cues (releasing factors)' in general' on an unconscious level' After a

decision (goa[ programming) one then starts the movement with a trigger. Top golfers often

start the swing with a movement of the knee, hip or some other part of the body' A bowler

could start by doing something sim*ar like holding the bowl in the non bowling hand. It is

interesting to note that most bowrers are already using some form of trigger without realising

the fact. A bowrer is already using such a conditioning process every time they perform some

regular behaviour, as they probably already have a rather strict and routinized (sometimes

almost obsessive) activation:level. Each sport has its specific moves: how to grip a golf club'

how to kick the soccer ball, how to flick the wrists when bowling. Bowlers could be coached'

therefore,intoanewphaseoftheirsport'andlookfortheirTriggers'
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COACHING ETFICACY

concentration, centering visualisatioru focus are basically one of a kind - Imagery'

These subjects should be enlarged upon to create a "Bowls Set"' Imagery practice involves

using all the senses to create an experience' Alt the means not only seeing the

experience but smelling, tasting touching and feeling it as well' The emotions associated

with all ofthese images are also quite important in ,nderstanding the power of this technique-

In using imagery to help deal with performance anxiet5r' reduce pain and control frustration

and anger, bowlers must be able to create emotions in their minds- If a bowler is stnrggling

with anger and rage during the heat of a pennant match' for example, one goal of mental

rehearsal might be to practice impulse control and anger management so that it does not

interfere with the focus of playrng In practising imagery, bowlers must be able to use the

emotions associated with performance to herp thcm better ,nderstand and cope with the

competitive exPerience-

Bowlers must address three major components of the guided imagery model in any training

programme. TheY need to leam how to:

r I)eveIoP vivid images'

r Control those images'

o Undelstand their perspective of imagery'

perspective simply means whether you experience your sport from within, as in the first

persorL or see youtself from the outside. The advantage of internal imagery is that you

experience yourself performing a skill. Externar imagery might be simitar to taking a movie

camera and shooting a practice and then replaying it from the angle of the cameralnan' It lets

youstepbackfromtheexperienceandbeanirnpartialobserver.

Both perspectives are very important strategies in the gUided imagery developmental process'

and the exercises courd be formurated that will help the bowler determine the difference'
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Research in brain physiology has uncovered some staniing clues to how,imaggry functions'

The clues have led scientists to regions of the brain that contror memory, pictures and vision'

Martha Farah, Ph.D., professor at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia' notes that

..mental capacities such as memory, perception, imagery' language and thoqght processes are

rooted in complex structures in the brain'" Her research suggests that imagery is not part of

language symbols but is simply the chanistry of the visual system'

The appeat of mental imagery techniques is that we know they work' Not only does research

show that imagery works, but numerous athletes swear by it' Granted' we don't hear

t.from.the-braiu.to.the.rnusclestheoryontheimagerycompetitors talking about the impulser

coding system. But we do hear numerous examples of cyclists' skiers' runners' tennis players'

volleyball players, swimmers, weight tifting athletes and others who testify to the

extraordinary power of this form of meiital rehearsal. (unestahl 1986)' Why not bowlers?

To develop a guided imagery programme that wil work for bowlers, it is necessary to first

answer these basic questions:

. Hiw do bowlers exPerience images?

o Do bowlers perceive an image by sightt hearing' touch or feel?

r what are the sensory modes that allow, bowlers to experience an

image?

Imagery,inasenseis"seeingthingsinreverse'"Theprocessbeginsatthehigherentersof

the brain and is then passed down to the visual cortex, where it is recognised'

vIsuAL TECHNTQUE. In the bowler's mind, ask them to watch themselves playing and

slow down their visualisation and correct any,mistakes they see. (Videotape is a great tool

here). watch themselves drawing anc bowting, study their footwork and the position of their

hatneedcorrectingandbegintoworkonthem,bothin
arms and bodY' Identiff the areas tl

their minds and on the greens-
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The important thing to remember when designing a guided imagery programme is that it must

fit style and preference - meaning, how can the bowler access their images' fue they mainly

sight, sound or feel or a combination of all three? The ultimate programme of a course, would

combine all tkee types, allowing greater imagery control and more effective outcomes with

their performance.

Once a bowler identifies the error and corrects it mentally, they could then be encouraged to

implement these changes on the law'n greens, the rinks, the clubhouse or at any bowling

venue. Bowlers could use visual motor behaviour rehearsal to prepare for competition by

imaging the details of the competitive situation and the ways in which they will meet

challenges. This is the preparation for competition' The correct format both on the green and

in the mind of the visual bowler becomes critical in preparing for competition.

Skill enhancement comes with practice, and lots of it!

The bowler could visualise themselves in a match; focus on enhancing their technique and

analysing and mental correcting elrors- If they lose their temper' practice watching

themselves rettrain calm. If they routinely muff a certain type of bowl, practice a smooth' sure

aim. While training, practice the corrected behaviour'

The ,Bowls Set, technique would combine relaxation and imagery in a format that allows

individuals to desensitise themselves to a stressful situation. The bowler could use 'Bowls

set, to enhance their ability by imagining themselves performing wetl and feeling confideut

as they compete. How does this work? 'Bowls' Set has four goals'

1. Technique enhancement.

2. Error analYsis and correction'

3. Preparation for comPetition'

4, Skill enhancement.
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The method here is to coach that if you practice the corect response, you improve; if you

practice the incorrect response, you might do worse. It',s that simple' Bowlers with low skill

levels might be performing the wrong movement, and by practising the incorrect mental

picture, they distort the blueprint and send the incorrect signals to all the various muscle

groups. This eventually leads to poor training and poor skill development' If the bowler has a

mediocre draw shot and they correct the draw shot by aiming at the wrong focus of their

draw, the result is a poor shot' (Ref: Coaching Manual)

The bowler should implement 'Bowls Set' to analyse and correct erors when preparing for a

match. These are components of .Bowls Set'. This is the process of creating a mental image

before an event and then using it to analyse and correct errors that may occur in both real and

imagined events.

MENTAL PRACTICE

Regardless of the sport or the level of cornpetition, mental practice can help attain peak

performance. It does not matter if the bowler is a weekend bowler or a state player; using

mental practice with the proper imagery and visualisation will improve the bowler's response

to whatever challenge lies ahead'

Although some bowlers have specific and personalised formulas for achieving the optimum

mental state of preparation, there are basics that all of rs can follow' Proper breathing and

relaxation before a competitive event are mandatory. we also know that having confidence

and a sense of welt-being and feeling tuned up are all part of the pre-bowling preparation'

The following is a suggested course of coaching to improve the state of mental preparation'

It is a well proven method adopted by sports psychologists and one which should be

introduced into a coaching programmes for all bowlers'
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MENTAL METHODOLOGY

set goals. [t's a trite (but true) saying that if you don't know where you're going' you'll

never get there. Bowlers need to decide what they want to accomplish and plan his training

accordinglY.

Use a verbal cue. Many bowlers should use cognitive mental training in their programs,

both in training and in competition' Adopt these cues as part of the bowler's instructions'

Verbalcuescanreducethetensionduringmatchorpennantplay.Thesecuesallofuscanuse

during competition, but we have to first practice them in fiaining'

Focus on the positive. Any top-level athtete will tell you that you can be your own worst

enemy. If you think you're going to fail - you will' For any sport' think positively and keep

telling yourself that you can do it'

Buitd in relaxation time. All work and no reraxation result in an overstrained bowler' It',s

importantforthemtobuild.rest,intotheirtrainingscheduletoallowthemselvesto

recuperate both mentally and physically'

Find the rigdt tension level. In many sports, it's crucial to stay relaxed at the right moment'

In tennis, for exampre, the most important element in rearning this relaxation response is to hit

hard and with passion, but leam to let down after each point' Sports psychologist Jim Lochr'

ph.D.,knownasthementaltrainingexpertinthetennisworld,actuallymeasuresheartrate

betweenpoints'Heemphasisesthatyourheartrateshouldbeupduringtheheatof

competition, but immediately following a point (regardress of who made the point) you must

disengage, relax and let your heart rate retum to resting baseline' He fuither emphasises the

closer you get to this relaxation response, the better conditioned mentally and physically you

will be. The same holds true for lawn bowls' Identiff when you need to be relaxed and

consciously work on relaxing at those times'



Takealookatyouropponents.tnjustaboutanySport,youhavetoknowthecompetition

along with their strengths and weaknesses. you shourd visualise yourself competing;

visualise all the players on the green and visualise yourself finishing and winning'

study the course. whether you,re participating in a social game or playing a pennant match'

it,s crucial that you are aware of the details of the place in which you are going to compete'

In order to increase the rearity of your visuarisation you need to study the green, thus, if you

have never ptayed at the venue before don't guess what the environment is like' study the

greens in depth. This will improve your perforrnance and enhance your chances of winning

the match.

Conclusion

There are many misconceptions about the use of imagery in sport' The opinion of some of the

traditionalists in lawn bowrs is that it is a.load of rubbish'- However in sports psychology

todaythereisnoquestionthatmentalimagerytechniquescanimproveperformance.Theself

reportofathletesindicatethatimageryisabasiccognitivefunction(brainstate)inhumans

and is centr# to motor skill acquisition and execution' Future coaching methods in lawn

bowls must address the need for a rink between motor skilrs and mental skils. The future of

rawn bowls may well depend on a better understanding of the roles that imagery plays in

human performance so that bowlers can optimise their innate capabilities in order to compete

in 21rt century sport. Furthermore, there is a need to encourage teamsmanship is rawn bowls'

coaching must also address the problems of the individualistic status quo, which at present is

endemic in the sPort'

In this submission, so far,, emphasis has been placed on the coaching of individuals to

increasetheirmotor/mentalinformationprocessingskills.

In addition to how eaclr indivi,Jttal rrray influence and be influenced by the team, the team

.itself has a personality ald a life of its own" (Cratty 1989)' He goes on to say "that the team
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is a social _ psychological entity that displays qualities sim,ar to those exhibited by a

individual, such as motivation and goal setting, as well as characteristics that are unique to

groups,suchascohesion,dynamicsofinterpersonalcommunication'andanoverallclimate

that often reflects just how effective group performance is likely to be"'

The point that is being rnade here is trrat whilst the above rhetoric is discussed at length in just

abouteveryothersport,thefactisthatthesocio-psychocohesionofthebowlerasateam

member is practicaily non-existent. 
yet, ask any bowler what is needed to improve the sport

of lawn bowls and the reply would be better communication! A methodology for coaching

lawn bowls should "therefore" enconipass the paradigms of:

(a) Communication Skills

(b) Social Skills

(c) Technical Skills

(d) Motor Skills

(e) Mental Skills

(0 ErfrPathetic Skills

Malaysia has adopted a "Participation for All" policy in its lntegrated National sports

Programme.weinlawnbowlscouldfollowacoachingprogramme'whichcouldfollowthe

examPle set bY MalaYsia that is:

..The breaking down of all social and cultural barriers": by giving

equalopportunitiesforallbowlersthroughanlntegratedCoaching

programme based on the latest advances in contemporary Sports

PsYchologY'
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